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Sometimes an approximate solution obtained quickly is better than an exact solution that is slow to compute

Fundamental tradeoffs between precision/memory/communication
Challenges of big data: acquisition cost

Sometimes very expensive to **acquire** the data in the first place: how do we use the data we have efficiently?

Magnetic resonance imaging
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**Sublinear algorithms**: use resources much smaller than the size of input they operate on
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Approximating matching size from graph streams
Online advertisement

>89% of Google’s revenue in 2014, more than $50 billion
Bipartite graph: advertisers vs queries
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advertisers</th>
<th>Geneva → Paris, 4</th>
<th>Geneva → NYC, 7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SWISS</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNITED</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

monthly budgets
Bipartite graph: advertisers vs queries

Test if a massive graph contains a large matching
Matching

- Let $G = (P, Q, E)$ be a bipartite graph

\[ |P| + |Q| = n, \quad |E| = m \]
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Space efficient algorithms for matchings?

Streaming model = computational model for small space algorithms
1. Classical streaming and scalable data analytics

2. Graph streaming
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**Task:** maintain (approximate) statistics of the stream

Number of distinct elements? Most frequent items (heavy hitters)?
Streaming model (classical)

Widely used in practice for scalable data analytics
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# of tweets from a given user each hour
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Widely used in practice for **scalable data analytics**

# of distinct searches on google.com over a time period

# of tweets from a given user each hour

Data stream algorithms for graph problems?
1. Classical streaming and scalable data analytics

2. Graph streaming
Graph streams
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- edges of $G$ arrive in an arbitrary order in a stream
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Space complexity comparable to distinct elements problem!

The first streaming algorithm for a graph problem that uses $o(n)$ space.

Solutions to other graph problems in $o(n)$ space?
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Computing approximation fast

**Basic approach:**

- FFT computes $\hat{x}$ from $x$ in $O(N \log N)$ time
- compute top $k$ coefficients in $O(N)$ time.

**Sparse FFT:**

- directly computes $k$ largest coefficients of $\hat{x}$ (approximately)
- Running time $k \log^{O(1)} N$
- Sublinear time!
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Questions?